
Syllables Picture Prompt Cards 
Syllables are sound chunks.  There is one vowel sound in each syllable.  
* Tip - place your hand under your chin.  Your chin will drop as you say a syllable * 

Each page contains a set of syllable cards.  These are for use in developing phonological (sound) 
awareness, so there is deliberately no alphabetic code (words) attached.   

Phonological awareness progresses from biggest chunks of sound to smallest.  
Word > Syllable > Onset & Rime > Phoneme 

The picture prompts can be used for a variety of learning tasks.   
Difficulty Level: Blending > Segmenting > Isolating > Substituting 

Task examples (in order of difficulty): 
1. What word is … ?  e.g. ze …. bra? 
2. Clap the syllables in … ze….bra 
3. Find someone with a picture that has the same number of syllables 
4. The cards are mixed - sort them into 1, 2, 3, 4 syllable piles 
5. Say just the first syllable (e.g. bucket = buck) 
6. Say just the last syllable (e.g. bucket - et) 
7. What word do you get if you change … for … (e.g. bucket / buckle) 

Page 1 - One Syllable words: 
dog, clown, fish 
bird, hat, bike 
boat, tree, eight 
torch, box, horse 

Page 2 - Two syllable words: 
bucket, zebra, carrot 
rocket, hammer, circle 
pizza, pencil, rainbow 
robot, tractor, apple 

Page 3 - Three syllable words: 
motorbike, hamburger, banana 
butterfly, eleven, elephant 
envelope, umbrella, strawberry 
triangle, ambulance, broccoli 

Page 4 - Four syllable words: 
helicopter, caterpillar, calculator 
rhinoceros, avocado, watermelon 
certificate, ballerina, alligator 
cauliflower, binoculars, thermometer 
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